
Weekly Overview of Learning

Year Group: Reception        Week beginning: 06.02.23

Every Tuesday, you will see the weekly overview that sets out our learning for the week on the learning section of our school website and on Google Classroom. This is the
work that children will be doing in school. Home learning will be set on Tapestry every Thursday and this should be completed and uploaded to Tapestry by Monday morning.
If there are any questions, please email your child’s class teacher
.

Reminders
Please ensure that all gloves, scarves and hats are labeled to avoid them getting lost.
Book bags need to be brought into school every day please.

This half-term our topic is: Traditional tales.
The focus story this week is: Elves and the Shoe Maker

Sound: ee (green froggy)

Week 3 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Review Yes/No Questions

Blend to read the questions in

the PowerPoint and answer yes

or no.

Play Full Circle with the ee

grapheme

Display the interactive

graphemes PowerPoint. Move

‘ee’ to the centre. Ask the

children to choose letters to add

to the beginning or the end of

the word to create new words.

For example: see bee been beep

keep deep sleep

Quick Write Words

Draw a large phoneme frame on

the whiteboard. Say a word. Hold

up 3 fingers, sound-talk it, pointing

to a finger at a time for each

phoneme. Ask the children to do

the same in pairs and write on

laminated phoneme frames or

whiteboards.

Blending Skills

Read through the Blending

PowerPoint.

Buried Treasure

Revisit of sounds learnt by playing

the Buried Treasure PowerPoint.



Teach Introduce ee grapheme

Green Froggy makes the ee

sound.

Download the PowerPoint to

introduce the ee grapheme.

Watch the Green Froggy video.

This tells the story of Sleeping

Beauty. Ask the class to make the

Green Froggy (forefinger and

thumb making a smiley face and

say ‘ee') action every time they

hear an ee word. Can the

children remember all of the ee

words in the song?

Read

Read ‘The Big Sleep’ PowerPoint

or eBook which tells the story of

Sleeping Beauty. Read the cream

sections with the children. The

white sections are for an adult to

read. They are not necessary for

the story but add engagement.

Look for ee examples in the story.

Read the ee words and HFWs on

the final page.

Model Writing

Download the flashcards.

Read through as a class, blending

the graphemes to read each word.

Select one ee word, sound-talk as

a class and model writing the

word.

Reading

Read the cream section of ‘The

Big Sleep’ eBook pointing out the

ee words. Focus on blending the

ee grapheme with other

graphemes to read.

Model Sentence Writing

We will sleep.

HFW Art

see going just have

Download the PowerPoint and

read each HFW, highlighting how

each grapheme and the sound that

it makes.

Green Froggy makes the ee sound

in see. Miss Oh No makes the long

O sound in going. The word have

ends in a silent e.

Activity Green Froggy ee

– ee Flashcards

Children make their own

flashcards with the words:

see feel weep feet jeep seem

meet week deep keep

ee Word Hunt

Hide the ee flashcards for that

the class created yesterday.

Children search for the flashcards

in small groups. They note down

the words that find on

whiteboards or make the word

out of magnetic letters.

You may wish to hide additional

ee flashcards downloaded from

the website.

Choose one of two activities:

1) Story Map (LA/MA)

Create a large story map of The

Sleeping Beauty using a long roll of

display paper.

Download the flashcards.

Label parts and glue ee flashcards

to the map to label.

2) Character Actions

Use templates to write one or

more ee sentences.

She has good teeth.

She will sleep well.

She will feel a prick.

Sentence Writing

The children work in pairs to write

the sentence and then similar

sentences on their whiteboards.

HFW Art

Use a variety of media to create

HFW flashcards for a wall display.



They had a deep sleep.

Follow-up

Activities

(optional)

ee Word Wheel Game

Download and print the activity.

You will also need 2 paper

fasteners and a piece of card.

Make 2 'pointers' out of the card.

Join these to the ee spinner

templates using a paper fastener

for each. Play in groups using the

ee spinners 1 and 2. Each child

has a Record Sheet. Children take

turns to spin the spinner and tick

the ee word on their Record

Sheet that the spinner points to.

The winner is the first person to

have ticked all the ee words in

the list.

ee Word Wheel Game

Download and print the activity.

You will also need 2 paper

fasteners and a piece of card.

Make 2 'pointers' out of the card.

Join these to the ee spinner

templates using a paper fastener

for each. Play in groups using the

ee spinners 1 and 2. Each child has

a Record Sheet. Children take turns

to spin the spinner and tick the ee

word on their Record Sheet that

the spinner points to. The winner

is the first person to have ticked all

the ee words in the list.

HFW Game – Roll the Die

Tick the Reception HFWs and the

new words from this week onto a

large die. Children work in pairs to

roll the die and make the word that

the die lands on out of magnetic

letters. If magnetic letters are not

available, then children can write

the word using felt tips. Repeat to

create several words. Can the pair

now use these words to write a

sentence?

Green Froggy ee Video

Play the Green Froggy ee video to

recap the ee words.

Literacy

Book: The Elves and
the shoemakers
Writing task: Using
story language in
role play when
retelling the story



Monday
LI. We are learning to ask

questions to find out more and
check what has been read to us

Activity.

Pair share-
Write
children's
Responses

Key
Vocabulary:
Elf
.magical
.miniture
.fairy like
.ability to craft/make
things from
ambient energy.
Shoemaker-
design
sew
stitch
glue
assemble
cut
hammer
leather
sole, body

Key Questions:
What are elves?
What is a shoemaker?
What else do you want to know
about them?

Tuesday
LI.
We are learning to retell parts of a story

Activity.
Using props set up on story tuff spot
children will retell parts of the story.

Key Vocabulary:

Sew, hammer, surprised, happy, delighted

Key Questions:
How would the Elves say this?
Why did the Shoemakers look surprised?
What happens next?

Wednesday
LI.
We are learning to read simple phrases and
sentences

Activity.

Share read captions from the story

Key Vocabulary:
yellow eye- like
brown owl- ow
angry A - they
tricky witch- oo,ar, the
Silent ghost- e

Key Questions:
What is this digraph?
Can you blend the sounds in your head?

Thursday
LI.
We are learning to write simple sentences
using our knowledge of HFWs and letter
sounds

Activity.
Shared writing.
Model writing.
Cover and let children write the caption by
themselves.

Key Vocabulary:

Think, say and write

Segment to spell.

Key Questions:
What is happening in the picture.
Shall we say the words on our fingers?
What sounds can you hear?

Friday
LI.
We are learning to use learnt phrases and new
vocabulary at the shoe shop

Activity.
Use modelled phrases when playing in the
shoe shop

Key Vocabulary:
cost, price, expensive, penny, altogether,
big, small, large, tight, too big, too small, shiny,
matt, suede, black, brown, purse, wallet, cash,
coins

Key Questions:

How much do these shoes cost?
How many pennies do I need?
Have I got enough money?

spell



Theme: Measurement
(Time and size)

Monday
LI.
We are learning to subitise using a tens
frame

Activity

Key Vocabulary:
Subitise
Show

Key Questions:

How can you tell it is 8?..

Tuesday
LI.
We are learning to find one more

and one less than 6,7 and 8

Activity

Key Vocabulary:
Show
Add
Take away

Key Questions:
How many toys are there now?
What if an extra toy arrives?
How many will there be now?

Wednesday
L.I

We are learning that a pair is two and
some quantities will have an
odd one left over with no partner

Activity

Key Vocabulary:
Pair
Odd
Even
pattern

Key Questions:
Can you find which numbers have pairs?
Can you see which numbers have an odd
one?
Do you notice a pattern?

Thursday
L.I
We are learning that a pair is two

and some quantities will have an

odd one left over with no partner

Activity

Key Vocabulary:
Pair
Odd
Even
pattern

Key Questions:
Does number 8 have pairs?
Which number has one odd one left
over?

Friday
L.I
We are learning composition of 6,7 and 8

Activity

Key Vocabulary:
Pairs

Key Questions:
Can you arrange the objects in pairs?
How else can you arrange the 8 objects?

Music Personal, Social and Emotional
development

Physical Development



LI. We are learning to respond to music with
movement.

Lesson: Cuckoo polka | Lesson 3
1. Can children remember the different bird

calls from Lesson 1? If they need

reminding, watch a few of the clips again,

listening carefully to each bird call and then

do a class imitation, using their voices.

2. Play the video of The lark ascending,

performed by Hilary Hahn and the London

Symphony Orchestra. Invite the children to

listen to the music with their eyes closed

then get up, open their arms out like wings

and fly around the space like birds.

Encourage them to use the whole space, to

use different levels by standing on tip toes,

or bending their knees to dip down and to

weave in and out of each other, following

interesting pathways.

3. Once all the children have enjoyed the

dance, sit them down with paper and pens

and allow them to draw their experience.

Ask them to share their pictures with the

class.

Key Vocabulary: relaxed, calm, ascending,
orchestra

Key Questions:
How does the music make them feel? Relaxed,
calm, sleepy, dreamy…?
How does the bird in the music move?

LI. We are learning how we feel when we achieve
a goal and know what it means to feel proud.

Lesson: Piece 6 - Footprint Awards
1. Use the Calm Me script to help the children

learn how to enjoy a Calm Me time.

2. Jigsaw Jenie shows children the special

box/bag. Explain to the children this is

where our goals will go if we have achieved

them.

3. One child at a time to go through their goal

from Piece 3. Do we think they have

achieved their goal? As a class, talk through

each one and say how we feel they have

achieved it. Children then get to put their

goal into the special box/bag.

4. Present each child with a special footprint.

They make a design on it of one

achievement they are proud of this term.

Key Vocabulary: proud, achievement, goal

Key Questions:
Have you achieved your goal?
How did you achieve your goal?
What would they like to aim for next?

LI. We are learning to work co-operatively with a
partner.

Lesson: Lesson 6 - Theme: dinner time
1. Invite the children to share examples of

things that they eat for dinner. Tell the

children the name of the warm up game

and ask them to begin standing in their

own space. Teach them the instructions

and matching actions. Call the different

instructions out for the children to copy.

2. In pairs children sit with their partner in a

space. One child in each pair to stand up,

collect one ball and take it back to their

partner. Children to imagine that their ball

is a garden pea that rolls around on their

dinner plate. Children begin sitting on the

floor with their legs apart. Children stand

opposite each other, five big steps away.

Can they practice rolling the ball to each

other from a standing position? Children

practice bouncing the ball to their partner.

Can they catch it after one bounce?

3. Place ten hoops (dinner plates) around the

teaching space. Children need to work with

their partner to fill the plates by bouncing

their ball into the hoops. Continue the

game, this time children must roll the ball

with their fingertips instead of carrying the

ball between the hoops. Progress to

allowing the children to choose how they

transport the ball between hoops.



Explain that the word ‘ascending’ means ‘getting
higher’. Can they hear the bird soaring up high into
the sky?

Key Vocabulary: bounce, pass, roll, opposite

Key Questions:
How did you communicate with your partner?
How did you know that they were ready to receive
the ball?
How did you know which hoop to move to?

Religious Education Computing Art and DT

LI. We are learning about the Hindu Festival
called Holi.

Lesson: Celebrations - Lesson 6: Holi (A Hindu
Festival)

1. Adult to have face painted with lots of

colour. Show some of the pictures of Holi.

Talk about what is happening in the

pictures. Show the children a world map

with the UK and India on it. How are

people feeling? If children want to have

some colour (little or a lot) on their faces,

feel free!

LI. We are learning to role play being on a boat.

Lesson: Boats ahoy!
1. In this activity, children create a role play

boat, or play creatively in an indoor or

outdoor role play area. Role play might

include cooking on board the boat, painting

the boat, being a pirate, walking the

gangplank, swimming in the sea etc.

LI. We are learning to make a 3D clay sculpture
using the designs created last lesson.

Lesson: Lesson 6: Painting animal sculptures
2. Working in small groups if possible, hand

each child their design and give them a few

minutes to recall and familiarize

themselves with what they wish to create.

Go around the group and ask each child to

name some of the colours they will need to

use when painting their model.

3. If necessary, remind the pupils of the rules

when painting, for example: one

paintbrush per colour, place brushes back



2. Tell the Holi story. Explain some of the

traditional celebrations that happen during

Holi.

3. Wearing painting aprons and large sheet of

paper, explore using straws and runny paint

creating your own colourful Holi picture.

Imagine what it would be like to be part of

a Festival of Colour.

Key Vocabulary: Holi, festival, celebration, India

Key Questions:
Do you ever have water fights?
Who with and how do you feel?

Key Vocabulary: gang plank, sea, pirate

Key Questions:
We are going to make a boat, what should we do
first?
What do we need?
How can we attach the sides?
What could we use for the sail?

by their colour when you have finished

with them.

4. Give the pupils the rest of the session to

paint their models according to their

designs. Remind the pupils that they must

try to follow their design closely.

Key Vocabulary: clay, design, model, paint

Key Questions:
What do you like about your model?
How did you make… (the tail, trunk, etc.)?
Did you find it easy or difficult to follow your plan?
Why?
Is there anything you would change about your
model or your design?

Communication and Language Understanding the world

LI. We are learning to understand our feelings.

Lesson: Bottled (World Mental Health Week)
1. Next week is children's mental health

week. Follow the PowerPoint and discuss

the different emotions and feelings.

LI. We are learning about the different parts of a
plant.

Lesson: Parts of a plant
Follow the PowerPoint and discuss the different
parts of a plant. Get the children to recap the



2. Read the story Bottled by Tom Brassington.

Take your time to discuss the emotions in

the story and ask the children about times

when they have been feeling this way. At

the end of this book, you should remind

the children they each need a trusted adult

who they can talk to if they ever have any

worries.

Key Vocabulary: anger, fear, sadness, envy,
jealousy

Key Questions:
When might you feel this way?
Who could you ask for help?
Which adults can you trust?

lifecycle of a plant and think about what happens
first. Look at the plants that we planted last week,
can they remember what we did. Get the children
to talk about what might be happening now and
what is growing under the soil.

Key Vocabulary: roots, stem, flower

Key Questions:
What do plants need to survive?
What did we need to do first?
What will happen next?
What is happening now?
What can you see?


